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Abstract: In recent decades, public extension because of several problems has been extensively criticized. Privatization of extension is one of the most important and successful strategies for covering and minimizing these problems which arranged by different countries. In Iran, according to the economical-social programs and policies, commercial farmers' various needs, structural implications Ministry of Agriculture, insufficiency and ineffectiveness of the public extensional activities and Iran's join up to the World Trade Organization (WTO), privatization of agricultural extension should be studied based on the view of the extension experts in this period of time. This study is aimed to identify effective factors on privatization of agricultural extension. The methodology of research is survey. Statistical population is 120 experts of agricultural ministry. Questionnaire was designed as the main tool of the study. According to results, most of the experts (45 percent) had a fairly desirable view to the privatization of agricultural extension. Factor analysis also showed that six factors Socio-Economic, Financial-Structural, Participation, Commercialization of Information, Mechanism of information transfer and Personal characteristics have explained about 78 percent of agricultural extension privatization.
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of the importance of agriculture sector in employment, agricultural extension services which are yet carried out by the public sector, because of their disability to perform the specified functions in addition to the lack of the cost efficacy and efficiency, has been extensively criticized. This criticizes make substantial changes such as structural adjustment, decentralization and privatization [1]. So, public extension, in 80s-90s, in the industrial and developing countries, has been extensively criticized because of the issues related to the costs and budget allocating, system’s complexity and massiveness, organizational and managerial limitations, weak relationship between the extension and extension workers, lack of supportive services, slow decision making and inability to make quick responses to external evolutions, lack of desirable responding to the clientele needs, weak performance, inefficiency, lack of efficacy, lack of clear objectives, weakness in covering targets and having no effective program in the rural societies, too [2].

Now, the question is that can we turn the extension into a more effective force by changing its structure and making a new redirection? Since the early 1990s, there has been a large worldwide decrease tendency of the public involvement in the financing and management of agricultural extension services. There are diverse strategies for the withdrawal of the state, from decentralization of public services to full commercialization or privatization. The reasons driving toward these changes are not only financial. The privatization of extension is also expected to increase the effectiveness and the efficiency of these services, as they would be more demand-driven [3].

Privatization of extension is one of the most important and successful strategies arranged by countries such as Germany, Netherlands, France, England, Denmark, Sweden, Chile, India and others to cover their governmental extensions’ weaknesses and lacks.

Privatization is emerging as an important factor to cut down government expenses, to get rid of embarrassment to public extension system to increase in efficiency,
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influence and involve farmers in extension activity and to increase competition among different extension service providers for quality services. Since independence till date public extension workers are not able to perform as effective diffusion agents and because of which modern technologies are not readily available for the use of the farmers [4].

Privatization of extension, not necessarily reassigning the duties and roles of the government to the private sector, on the contrary is a more participation of private sector. In fact, a wide range of activities such as costs retrieval, commercialization and alternative techniques were carried out for improving agricultural extension [5].

The term Privatization has been used in three ways:

- Reliance of private sector institutions to fulfill peoples need,
- Reduction of the role of government and consequently increase the role of private sectors in an activity or in the ownership of assets,
- Transfer of government enterprises or assets to private sectors [4].

According to Hanchinal et al. [6], privatization of extension, refers to services - provided by extension workers in the private organization for farmers supposed to pay the services and is also considered as a complement or alternative for the governmental extension services [7].

Each country has carried the privatization of extension in according to their own specific conditions; for example, Netherlands because of the financial/structural problems and Sweden, Denmark and Finland because of the increase of educational level, professional skills and their farmer's competence power in the market have carried the privatization of extension [8].

Studies related to the current issue are pointed out below: Findings of Peyrov-Shabani [9] indicated that there is a significant and positive relationship between management flexibility, educational facilities, satisfaction from agricultural facilities, rate of incomes and working experiences with agricultural extension privatization.

Farokhi [7] believed that educational level of experts, managerial system and expert's participation determine extension privatization.

Begliaran [10] found that there is a positive relationship between record of service and expert's attitude to privatization.

Mahmoodi Karamjavan [11] in his study found that the most important factor for privatization is knowledge and experience of extension agents of private extension. Results of Bahrami [12] showed that expert's educational level and working experience had a positive impact on their attitude.

Shivalinge Gowda & Saravanak [13] in their study in India found that most of the experts have a positive attitude toward privatization. Desirable attitude of these experts mainly related to efficiency development of extension system and meeting needs of farmers.

Ajieh et al. [14] in their study about constraints to privatization and commercialization of agricultural extension services found that the constraints and their mean perception scores included: fear of job insecurity among extension staff, lack of farmers' interest in extension programme and high risk and uncertainty in agriculture.

Riaz [15] in his study examined about role of the private sector in agricultural extension in Pakistan found that the farmers mention that in most cases the advisory services are provided by the private sector while public extension service is rarely available.

Finings of Jiyawan et al. [4] showed that the majority of the farmers perceived constraints in privatization of agricultural extension services:

- Private extension service provider (PESP) will cheat the farmers.
- Private extension service provider will give the information to those who provide money.
- Private extension service provider will exploit the farmers.

In Iran, according to the economical-social programs and polices, commercial farmers' various needs, structural implications Ministry of Agriculture, insufficiency and ineffectiveness of the public extensional activities and Iran's join up to the World Trade Organization (WTO), privatization of agricultural extension should be studied based on the view of the extension experts in this period of time. This study is aimed to identify effective factors on privatization of agricultural extension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is applied and non-experimental (descriptive) research. The methodology of research is survey. Statistical population is 120 experts of agricultural ministry. Questionnaire was designed as the main tool of the study, all questions except the personal characteristics of experts were written as Likret's five-
RESULTS

Based on the results of this study, 74.4% of respondents and 70% of respondents were men and MS degrees, in respectively. The average of working experience of the experts was 12.62 years. According to Table 1, most of the experts (45 percent) had a fairly desirable view to the privatization of agricultural extension, about 10% fully desirable and 16% had a fully undesirable view to privatization of agricultural extension.

Factor analysis was used to reduce the number of variables to fewer factors and determine the share of each factor in the experts' view about the privatization of agricultural extension. Calculations showed that the internal consistency of data was suitable (KMO=0.822) and Bartlett statistic was significant at a 1% level. Regarding the Kaiser criterion, six factors with a more than one Eigenvalue was extracted. Study's variables were divided into the six factors after the factor rotation by Varimax method (Table 2).

First Factor: Seven constituting variables of the first factor in order of factor loading are: commercialization of agriculture (X20), structural adjustment policy (X18), globalization (X15), professional maturation of the agricultural societies (X27), ICT (X25), employment (X5) and sustainable development (X26). According to the nature of effective variables which creates the first factor, this factor was named the Social – Economical factor.

In regarding the highest eigenvalue of this factor (eigenvalue 5.5 and variance percent 22.92), Social-Economical factor is the most important influencing factor on privatization of agricultural extension.

Second Factor: Five constituting variables of the second factor in order of factor loading are:

- Limited financial resources (X6), unsuitability of the costs and public extension investments(X23), covering the clientele (X7), massive responsibilities of the public extension workers (X21) and the complexity of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitude</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully undesirable</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairly undesirable</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairly desirable</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully desirable</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Factor: Fairly desirable

Mode: Fairly desirable

Table 2: Extracted factors with Eigenvalue after rotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Variance percent</th>
<th>Cumulative percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>22.92</td>
<td>22.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>39.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>64.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>70.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 2, the constituting variables of each factor include:

the public extension structure (X13). According to the nature of the mentioned variables, this factor was named Financial – Structural Limitations factor. This factor explained 16.25 percent of the privatization.

Third Factor: Five constituting variables of the third factor in order of factor loading are:

- Farmers' nonparticipation in conducting the extension programs (X8), supply-oriented of the public extension services (X11), lack of appropriateness between extension programs and farmers needs (X9), the necessity of involving disadvantages groups in public extension services (X16) and the low quality of the services delivered (X22). According to the constituting variables, this factor was named Participation factor which explained about 16 percent of the privatization.

Fourth Factor: Three constituting variables of the fourth factor in order of factor loading are:

- Privatization of agricultural information (X24), growth of requests for advisory services (X14) and legitimating of the market economy and private sector (X17). According to the features of theses variables which created this factor, it was named Commercialization of information factor which determined 9.17 percent of the privatization.

Fifth Factor: Two constituting variables of the fifth factor in order of factor loading are:

- Failure of public extension in transferring appropriate technologies (X10) and the necessity of rapid transfer of research findings to the farmers (X19). According to these
variables features, the fifth factor was named Mechanism of information transfer factor. This factor explained 6.58 percent of the privatization.

**Sixth Factor:** Two constituting variables of the sixth factor in order of factor loading are:

Educational level (X2) and extension activities experience of the experts (X3). According to these variables features, the sixth factor was named Personal characteristics. The last factor explained 6.25 percent of the privatization.

Totally, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1, the six mentioned factors explained about 78 percent of agricultural extension privatization and the other 22 percent was related to factors which were not predicted in this study.

**DISCUSSION**

This study which was aimed to identify explaining factors of privatization of agriculture extension showed that the most of the experts' views about the privatization was fairly desirable. Shivalinga Gowda and Saravanan [16] in their study in India approved this attitude. The finding also showed that the six Social-economical ([Shivalinga Gowda & Saravanan [16]; Farokhi [7]], Financial/structural limitations ([14]; Jiyan et al. [4]; Riaz [15]), Participation [7], commercialization of information, information transfer mechanism and personal characteristics [Farokhi [7]; Bahrami [12]; Mahmoodi Karamjavan [11] factors explained about 78 percent of the privatization. So, the followings are suggested.

- In order to a more successful conducting privatization of agriculture extension, the agricultural commercialization should be more considered in the country. Agriculture commercialization is a transition from subsistence to commercial agriculture. Actually, the progress of commercial agriculture depends on a professional and efficient extension system which, according to this study, the private extension can be a good option for the commercial farmers.
- In regarding the limited financial resources, public extension should provide the necessary contexts for more participation private. Experiences of all countries which have carried out the privatization of extension confirm this matter. Having deficiencies and chronic limitations, the public extension can not reach its objectives.
- Considering that the clients (farmers) pay for the private extensional services, their requirements should be more valued. Valuing the farmers' ideas is one of the obvious differences between private and public extensional services.
- Private sector in technologies transferring should be more involved. Methods' experiences and traditional strategies of traditional strategies such as transfer of technology (TOT) and training and visit (T&V) which were designed and carried out in the public extension system, could not transfer appropriate technologies to the farmers but, the private sector because of limited range of clients and its commitment for problems solving and meeting the legal requirements of farmers, the private extension is more capable to identify the farmers' needs and transfer an appropriate technology.
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